Using pseudogene database to identify lineage-specific genes and pseudogenes in humans and chimpanzees.
It has been revealed that gene content changes, or gene gains or losses, have played an important role in the evolution of modern humans. As one of the major players accounting for gene content changes, gene pseudogenization is abundant in mammalian genomes, and approximately 20000 pseudogenes have been identified in ape genomes. Therefore, it is an interesting question how to exploit rich information embedded in pseudogenes. Here, I present a bioinformatic pipeline that utilizes a pseudogene database to identify both lineage-specific genes and pseudogenes in humans and chimpanzees. I found 6 human-specific gene gains (HSGs), 1 chimpanzee-specific gene gain, and 4 chimpanzee-specific pseudogenes, most not discovered in previous studies. Further analysis showed that HSGs have been evolving under strong purifying selection and are broadly expressed, indicating strong functional constraint. This study demonstrates the usage of pseudogene information in comparative genomics and suggests that new genes during primate evolution may acquire essential functions in a short time. The pipeline developed here could also be applied to other species.